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Stateful

GTP Correlation
GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) is commonly used to carry mobile data across service provider networks and includes the control plane
(GTP-c) and a user-data plane (GTP-u) traffic. Therefore, visibility into a subscriber’s activity requires the ability to understand the stateful
nature of GTP (v1 and/or v2) and to correlate subscriber-specific control and data sessions to gain an accurate view of the subscriber’s
session. Gigamon’s GTP correlation application helps carriers gain access to the subscriber’s data in these GTP tunnels by reliably
correlating and passing all of the identified subscriber’s control and data sessions to the analytics/monitoring probes and billing subsystems
to ensure an accurate view of the monitored session. To achieve this, Gigamon’s Visibility Fabric™ nodes correlate the subscriber-IDs
(IMSIs) exchanged as part of the control sessions to the corresponding tunnel IDs (TEID) that are part of the user-data plane traffic.

With GTP correlation enabled, operators have multiple options to act on the subscriber generated GTP sessions including the flexibility
to (just to name a few):
• Identify high-value subscribers based on an IMSI or a group of IMSIs and forward to their monitoring tools, thus limiting the amount of
traffic to these monitoring/analytics/Customer Experience Management tools
• Classify traffic from roaming subscribers based on the IMSI prefix and forward to billing subsystems and/or monitoring tools to apply
specific QoE/QoS policies
• Implement an infrastructure for load-balancing across a group of monitoring tools leveraging statically configured IMSI based rules
• Classify GTPv1 from GTPv2 traffic and redirect the respective traffic streams to the appropriate analytics and/or monitoring tools
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Identifying High-Value and/or Roaming Subscribers Based on IMSIs
GTP correlation can be used for identifying a subscriber or a group of subscribers based on their IMSI. The International Mobile
Subscriber Identity or IMSI is used to identify the user of a cellular network and is a unique identification associated with all cellular
networks. The IMSI is typically exchanged as part of the GTP control sessions. GTP correlation keeps track of the IMSIs that the
operator is interested in monitoring and correlates these to the corresponding data/user-plane sessions for the subscriber and/or group
of subscribers. In the example illustrated below, filter rules are configured to identify and forward all the traffic related to subscribers
identified by an IMSI prefix and forwarded to a monitoring tool.

• Forward all traffic specific to the filtered IMSIs 22222222222223* including GTP-c and GTP-u to the tool
# Configure ports
no traffic all noconfirm
port 1/1/x3 type network
port 1/1/x4 type tool
# configure gsgroups, gsops to enable GTP correlation and associate with cavium.
gsgroup alias gsg1 port-list 1/1/e1
gsop alias gtp_sf flow-ops flow-filtering gtp port-list gsg1
## Configure vport on same gsgroup
vport alias vp1 gsgroup gsg1
### Filter out GTP packets to vport using the map below:
map alias to_vp
to vp1
from 1/1/x3
rule add pass portsrc 2123
rule add pass portsrc 2152
exit
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## Add IMSIs that you want to forward to tool:
map alias IMSI-list1
use gsop gtp_sf
to 1/1/x4
from vp1
flowrule add pass gtp imsi 22222222222223*
exit

Static Load-balancing Across a Group of Monitoring Tools
GTP correlation ensures complete visibility into the subscriber’s activities. However, if a single instance of the monitoring tool cannot
keep up with the traffic volumes using IMSI based rules, these incoming traffic streams can be distributed across a group of tools while
ensuring that a subscriber’s traffic always ends up on the same tool thus maintaining the integrity of the flows.
In the example below, we are illustrating this capability where traffic is being distributed across two monitoring tools. This can be
extended to any number of tools. Operators also have the option to forwarding any traffic that does not match the configured filter rules
to a tool port—otherwise called as the collector.
• Forward all traffic specific to the IMSIs 22222222222223*including GTP-c and GTP-u to the tool T1
• Forward all traffic specific to the IMSIs 22222222222224*including GTP-c and GTP-u to the tool T2
• Send the rest of the traffic to a shared collector

# Configure ports
no traffic all noconfirm
port 1/1/x3 type network
port 1/1/x4 type tool
port 1/1/x1 type tool
port 1/1/x2 type tool
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# configure gsgroups, gsops to enable GTP correlation and associate with cavium.
gsgroup alias gsg1 port-list 1/1/e1
gsop alias gtp_sf flow-ops flow-filtering gtp port-list gsg1
## Configure vport on same gsgroup
vport alias vp1 gsgroup gsg1
### Filter out GTP packets to vport using the map below:
map alias to_vp
to vp1
from 1/1/x3
rule add pass portsrc 2123
rule add pass portsrc 2152
exit
map alias IMSI-list1
use gsop gtp_sf
to 1/1/x4
from vp1
flowrule add pass gtp imsi 22222222222223*
exit
map alias IMSI-list1
use gsop gtp_sf
to 1/1/x1
from vp1
flowrule add pass gtp imsi 22222222222224*
exit
map-scollector alias scoll
from vp1
collector 1/1/x2
exit

Identifying GTP Versions
As part of GTP correlation, Gigamon Visibility Fabric nodes also provide the flexibility to identify GTPv1 and GTPv2 messages.
GTP version information is typically exchanged only as part of the control sessions. By correlating the control and user-plane
sessions, Visibility Fabric nodes can identify, filter, and forward all sessions specific to a GTPv1 or GTPv2 to one or more monitoring/
analytic tools. The example that follows shows where we are distributing traffic based on GTP versions.
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Distributing traffic based on GTP versions
• Filter and forward GTPv1 to tool T1
• Filter and forward GTPv2 to tool T2

# Configure ports
no traffic all noconfirm
port 1/1/x3 type network
port 1/1/x4 type tool
port 1/1/x1 type tool
# configure gsgroups, gsops to enable GTP correlation and associate with cavium.
gsgroup alias gsg1 port-list 1/1/e1
gsop alias gtp_sf flow-ops flow-filtering gtp port-list gsg1
## Configure vport on same gsgroup
vport alias vp1 gsgroup gsg1
### Filter out GTP packets to vport using the map below:
map alias to_vp
to vp1
from 1/1/x3
rule add pass portsrc 2123
rule add pass portsrc 2152
exit
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## Add IMSIs that you want
map alias IMSI-list1
use gsop gtp_sf
to 1/1/x4
from vp1
flowrule add pass gtp ver
exit
## Add IMSIs that you want
map alias IMSI-list1
use gsop gtp_sf
to 1/1/x1
from vp1
flowrule add pass gtp ver
exit

to forward to tool:

1
to forward to tool:

2

GTP Tunnel ID-Based Filtering
The illustration below is an example of filtering and forwarding traffic based on tunnel IDs that are included as part of the GTP userplane messages. It also illustrates the concept of a shared collector where traffic that does not match any of the configured filters can
be optionally sent to. GTP control sessions are being forwarded to all the monitoring tools leveraging the power of Flow Mapping® by
filtering on Layer-4 UDP port 2123.
• For GTP-u
–– Filter and forward teid ranges 0x001e8480..0x001e8489 to monitoring tool T1
–– Filter and forward teid ranges 0x001e8490..0x001e8499 to monitoring tool T2
–– Forward the rest of the traffic to a shared collector
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# Configure ports
no traffic all noconfirm
port 1/3/x9 type network
port 1/3/x15 type tool
port 1/3/x13 type tool
port 1/3/x14 type tool
# configure gigasmart gsops
gsgroup alias gsg1 port-list 1/1/e1
gsop alias gsfil apf set port-list gsg1
# configure vport.
vport alias vp1 gsgroup gsg1
# forward GTP-u traffic to 2’nd level map
map alias to_vp
to vp1
from 1/3/x9
rule add pass portsrc 2152
exit
map alias ctrl_to_tool
to 1/3/x13,1/3/x15
from 1/3/x9
rule add pass portsrc 2123
exit
map alias m1
use gsop gsfil
to 1/3/x13
from vp1
gsrule add pass gtp gtpu-teid range 0x001e8480..0x001e8484 subset none
exit
map alias m2
use gsop gsfil
to 1/3/x15
from vp1
gsrule add pass gtp gtpu-teid range 0x001e8485..0x001e8490 subset none
exit
## Add collector for unmatched data
map-scollector alias scoll
from vp1
collector 1/3/x14
exit
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Distributing Traffic Based on Inner IP Addresses and Inner TCP Port Values
• Packets from VLAN 20 with GTP inner IP 65.128.7.21 and 98.43.132.70, inner TCP port 80 forward to tool T1
• Packets from VLAN 20 with GTP inner IP 65.128.7.21 and 98.43.132.70, inner TCP port 443 forward to tool T2
• All packets not matching above rules will go to tool T3

vport alias gsTraffic gsgroup gsgrp1
map alias map1
from N1
to gsTraffic
rule add pass vlan 20 protocol udp portdst 2152
gsop alias <g1> apf port-list gsgrp1
map alias map2
from gsTraffic
to T1
use gsop g1
gsrule add pass ipv4 dst inner 65.128.7.21 /32 ipv4 proto inner tcpport dst inner 80
gsrule add pass ipv4 dst inner 98.43.132.70 /32 ipv4 proto inner tcpport dst inner 80
map alias map3
from gsTraffic
use gsop g1
gsrule add pass ipv4 dst inner 65.128.7.21 /32 ipv4 proto inner tcpport dst inner value 443
gsrule add pass ipv4 dst inner 98.43.132.70 /32 ipv4 proto inner tcpport dst inner 443
map-scollector alias mapC1
from gsTraffic
collector T3
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About Gigamon
Gigamon provides an intelligent Visibility Fabric™ architecture to enable the management of increasingly complex networks.
Gigamon technology empowers infrastructure architects, managers and operators with pervasive visibility and control of traffic
across both physical and virtual environments without affecting the performance or stability of the production network.
Through patented technologies, centralized management and a portfolio of high availability and high density fabric nodes, network
traffic is intelligently delivered to management, monitoring and security systems. Gigamon solutions have been deployed globally
across enterprise, data centers and service providers, including over half of the Fortune 100 and dozens of government and state
and local agencies.
For more information about the Gigamon Visibility Fabric architecture visit: www.gigamon.com
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